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How sweet it is!

View A&M University
Victory gives the Panther football r·
ram new view for the future
.
the _President's house and deposited on his front lawn Th
P~thers had finally achieve~
a victory.
Ironically, the Panthers defeated Langston to end
the streak, the very team that
: ~ d it back in 1989, and is
e ormer home of PVAMU's
head coach Greg Johnson.
-g.
.
,PVAMU is in the
% wuu~er s circle, on the inside
~
looking out. But what does
c:1
this rea\\y mean?
Tbe win has far mor

By Olin T. Flowers
Sports Editor

The Prairie View
A&M Univeristy (PVAMU)
fighting Panthers finally
ended their NCAA-record 10game losing streak with a last
minute 14-12 victory over
Langston Saturday night.
Their key to victory
was a 56-yard run by Kevin
Bell in the second half.
. . Coach Carl "Chip"
Wilhams called the winning
play. "I knew their defensive
end was overplaying the run.
I called 9 swe
i
open to the wide side o the
field," he said.
Langston came back
late in the game and scored
and could tie the game with a
two-point conversion, but the
Panthers stopped them at the
goal line with 34 seconds remaining.
"Our boys never gave
up the fight and were confi-
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Joyous /j n
rm d
the fields at Langston and h r
at PVAMU, tore down the goal

dent we could come home with

a victory the entire game," said
Williams.
"The streak is over!! !
It stops here!!!" shouted ajubilant Charles Porter who was
announcing the game live from
Oklahoma for 91.3 KPVU.
Then it started.

posts.

At PVAMU, the entire student body stormed the
football field and joined in a
celebration that ended with
the goal posts being toted to

Friday 'Pantherday', a pre
tation of the key to the city to

See Victory on
page 13

Battle of the Bands" turns
violent, injures members
11

Mr. PV title revoked, new man reigns

swered through a breach of By Nikkia C. Sams and
contract on the part of SaKinna L. Thomas
Panther Staff
Johnson.
..,:I"
As stated in the Mr.
A group of Prairie View A&M University (PVAMU)
C
Prairie
View
A
&
M
UniverMarching
Storm band students were injured in an altercation,
s
sity Scholarship Program Rewhich occurred when PVAMU played Southern University at
lease and Indemnity Agreea neutral site in Beaumont, Texas on Sept. 19.
Seven PV.AMU student.$ were treated on site. Subsement, the student who wins
i. the title cannot be the father
quently,
several other PV.AMU band members were transtwl
of a child.
ported to a Beaumont area hospital for observation.
After talking to sevThe Marching Storm is made up of 40 percent females,
eral students, their views of
and
many
of them were on the side of the field where the fight
g
the whole situation were genbegan. Contrariwise, all of Southern's band, which includes all
erally in agreement that someFormer Mr. Prairie View, Eric Johnson, and son spend quality
men and three women, were together when the fight erupted.
one who has a child can still
Overall, females had the most reported injuries.
Eric D. Johnson, who
time.
fulfill the duties of being a
Both bands were suspended for two games which
was crowned Mr. Prairie View representative of the Univerwould
have
included the Cotton Bowl Classic and the HomeBy Quevarra M. Moten
on April 16, 1998, no longer
Panther Staff
carries the title. The new Mr. sity.
coming game.
However, officials inFollowing the suspension, President Charles Hines·
Prairie
View
is
Wayne
D.
The title of Mr. Praisaid, "l have talked to the commissioner and there is no reason
ne View no longer belongs to Johnson.The question of how
our band will not march in Dallas (Cotton Bowl)."
See Mr. PV on page 7
the man who received the
this decision surfaced was ancoveted crown last spring.
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Safety produces healthy,
happy work environment
By Joyce Dixon
Managing Editor

A safe environment is conducive to happy, healthy,
productive faculty, staff and students. People normally tend
to perform exceptionally when they know they are safe.
Knowing this, safety should be a main concern for those who
are in charge of making decisions here at Prairie View A&M
University (PVA.MU).
I do believe the decision makers are concerned for
our safety, but I question the quality of concern that is put
into each decision.
Not long ago, while working, an employee of PVAMU
required serious medical attention. However, when medical
professionals arrived, they were unable to reach the employee due to L. W. Minor Street being blocked. Eventually,
the driver of the ambulance jumped the curb in order to
reach the employee.

(?l(0

See Danger on page a
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Where is Hines hiding?
President's "open door policy" lacks validity
By Tiara M. Ellis
Editor-in-Chief

How many ofyou were
seeing President Charles
Hines for the first time this
semester at the football victory pep rally this past Tuesday?
Every now and then
there will be a chance sighting, but on the whole he seems

Newspaper Staff
The Panther Advisor: Dr. Kimetris Baltrip
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The Panther is a publication supported through advertising and student
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to be missing in action. I keep
expecting to see his face on a
milk carton asking "have you
seen your president?"
Where exactly is
President Hines spending his
time these days?
At the beginning ofthe
semester, I called him for an
intel"Vlew for information on
all of the new changes to the
university and the Opportu-

nity for his own welcome for
new and returning students.
I requested the interview on a Wednesday. By Friday, I still did not receive a
response, so I followed up with
a phone call. President Hine's
secretary told me he was unable to accomodate my interview, and could not offer a
valid reason at the moment.
As I write this editorial, I still wonder why the
president would not meet with
me for a quick interview.
If I can not speak to
my president as the editor of
the student newspaper, how
can other students expect to
speak with him on a day to
day basis about their concerns?
I have the pleasure of
being a mediator through
which the president can openly
speak to the students, yet he
won't.
Most people in power
would take advantage of the
free press.
His alleged open door
policy is an attempt at being
there for the students of this
university, but how can he
truly be a president for the
students ifhe is not available
for the students he was hired
to best serve?
. In other aspects as
president ofan accredited four
year university, he is very

See Hines on page 8 .
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Alumni donations depend on better school communication
First, I would like to
once again congratulate the
Panthers for breaking the
"streak". Now you can continue to work on your new
streak.
The reason I have
written this article is to let the
student body know that contrary to belief, the alumni are
still "PV Proud" and want to
give back.
The problem is "miscommunication" between the
alumni and the University itself.
What the University
has to understand is that the
Alumni association is made
up of two sections, the older

generation and what we call
"the in betweeners".
The "in betweeners"
are the recent graduates of
PVAMU who are still trying
to get situated economically.
Itis these same people
who would like to give back
but can't dish out the large
sums of money.
Last year, a Panther
writer suggested that people
can give back by giving the
school $10 to $20 a month.
Whatweneed~know
is who gets the money and can
we choose whom we can donate to?
Everyone has places
on campus they would like to

Presidential behavior
influences youth
Dear Editor,
With the media and
the whole nation focusing on

the Clinton scandal, I have
heard it discussed how this
may affect the nation, the
Presidency, the stock
market, and the upcoming
election, but not one w?rd
on how this is influencmg
the youth of the nation.
A:te we saying, with
silence, that this type of
behavior is appropriate or
tolerable?
Would you accept
this behavior from an
employee, principal, doctor,
lawyer, or even one of your
own children? I hope not.
Then, I ask you why
do we accept this behavior
from the President?
The office of the
Presidency is the highest,
most honorable position a
man can hold in the United
States.
But we speak not a
word of the embarrassment
or discuss the way the
President has behaved.
Do morals, honor,
and respect mean anything
to the citizens of this nation?
If not, what do we
believe in?

donate to, but we don't know
the procedure and if we can
donate directly to the persons
we want to target.

"What the
University has to
understand is
that the Alumni.
association is
made up of two
sections, the older
generation and
what we call
the"in
betweeners."

We don't want to donate to the General Use fund,
and if we have to, we want to
know why.
Basically, everyone
wants to know where his or
her money is going.
One problem we have
is when we write for answers,
we might not get a reply.
Students at PVAMU
now can help us attain the
answers by asking questions
ofthe proper officials and passing it on to alumni that you
might know.
In conclusion, the key
to receiving aide is communication.
Let us know what is

happening on the "The Hill",
what the University needs,
and more importantly the
steps we can go by to help.
Through better communication, life on "The Hill"
can become the way we all
envision it should be.
Sincerely,
Michael Smith
Coordinator Office of Student
Activities and Multicultural
Affairs - Wharton County
Junior College
Mr. Smith is a recent graduate of Prairie View A&M University

Mr. Michael Smith,

alumni are initially forwarded
One purpose of The
through the Alumni Affairs o-r Panther is to bridge that comThe students of Prai- Institutional Development of- munication barrie-r between
rie View A&M University un- fices,"
said
Ho-rtense, alumni and tudents.
dentand thatall ofthe alumni Kilpatrick, the diT cto-r of
13 r

What do we teacli
in d P rtm n
our children? Should we be
Giving to th univ r - have specialis d aye of run teaching our children that
sityissimp1yamatteroflmow- neling donations to their d this type of behavior is not
ing where the donations pa.rtment.
acceptable from anyone,
should go and how to ensure
For more information
including the President?
that specified departments about how alumni groups or Sincerely,
There is still one
receive that money.
individuals may give back to
man in Washington that has
"All contributions the university, call (409) 857- Tiara M. Ellis
·
·t b
2245 4019 _ _ _ _ _ _ Editor-in-Chief
h
morals, honor, and respect. m~a~d:_e~t:o~t::e:_:u:n:1.:_ve=:r:.::s=1~y_:::~Y-=.::..:o.:..r.==·:__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _-:-_ _
1
This man is Ron
Paul, House Representative
&COMt
from District 14.
PtRi
ON
Dr. Ron Paul and his
GNE~E½...
wife Carol have lived in
~ttPWS!
Brazoria County since 1968,
where they raised five
children and now have 13
grandchildren.
The Pauls never
moved to Washington, D.C.
and even today, Rep. Paul is
in Washington D.C. only
when Congress is in session.
Rep. Paul prefers to
spend his time with his
constituents and his family,
rather than Washington
insiders.
If you would like to
know more about Dr. Ron
Paul and what he believes
and stands for, check out his
web site http://
Anyone who reads The Panther can submit a letter ~o the
www .house.gov/paul/tst98/
editor at P.O. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX 77446 or m the
tst090798.htm or call 1-800Memorial Student Center, room 114. All submissions are·
Ron-Paul.
subject to editing and must include the author's name and
telephone number. ·
Ashley E. Dick

Submission Policy
for Letters to the Editor
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New faces of diversity Prairie View breaks new ground_
window. The audience anxiously
gawked as Thompson's gripped
Panther Staff
hands loosened and she cried that
There was a capacity ''he dropped the children" out the
crowd for the start of the first dra- window.
The comedy routine ''To
matic production of the year: New
Faces. This production is presented Be or Not to Be", performed by
by the Theater Arts Program and Ronnie Hall, received thunderous
Charles Gilpin Players every fall. laughter from the audience. Hall
New Faces displays the various portrayed an actor in search of the
talents of the incoming drama stu- correct way to present a famous
dents and presents a thought-pro- line by William Shakespeare. The
people who advised him included
voking theme.
a
" Every fall the incom- melodramatic actor, an Englishing students get to see what prob- man, a preacher, and a Texan.
John Milo spoke to the
lems are most prevalent on camaudience with
pus and from this,
his body. His
they derive a
dance to "The
theme for the New
One" appeared
Faces show," said ''The show was
to be the highDirector C. Lee
1ight for the
thought
Turner.
women in the
Turner
provoking
and
audience.
The
and the students
en
ual
nature
entertaining.''
created a frame
ofthi danceenstory to expre
-Rodney
Cook
tranced viewers.
the theme of diThe women of
verity. 1be tory
the audience
usedthesymbolof
cheered and
The Goodie Mob,
to represent main stream ociety swooned at Milo' performance.
and the Outcasts to portray anyone
"Word " performed by
·
,r·C\dA.-r.c,lc.luwe.,;..-•ic.ur
a
m
'O\c ope mg number ot overcommg o tacles. Words
to the individual acts, the new offreedom, hope, change, and digdrama st.ucknts graced the stage nity flowed from his mouth.
with a dance to "BeOptimistic"by Jones's voice filled the theater and
Sounds of Blackness.
the words penetrated into the minds
Candace Thompson's of the audience. The audience
monologue from " For Colored gazedmesmerizedathisstagepresGirls" seemed to be among the ence.
audience's favorites. Thompson's
''The show was thought
portrayal of a woman broken by provoking and entertaining," said
abuse captivated the audience. At Rodney Cook, senior Mechanical
the climax of her monologue, she Engineering major. To those who
illustratedhowthewoman'sabuser missed it Cook said," You missed
held her children out the fifth floor a ood show."

By Shana A. Miller

B S

h

Y tep en

C
.
· Price

Panther Staff

Prairie View has broken
new ground with the establishment
of an International Studies Center.
The university's Political
and Social Science Department
was recently awarded a two-year
grant from the U.S. Department of
Education for $142,000, which
came about as of July 1998. This
amount will be matched by the
university to bring the total funding to the final goal of 284,000.
The proposal was written
by Dr. Fredoline Annunobi (who
joined the untversity in the fall of
1997), and was assisted by Dr.
Walle Engedayehu, who has been
teaching at Prairie View since 1989
and is currently heading the department. Dr. Annunobi will serve
as director and Dr. Engedayehu
will be the program coordinator.
Dr . Annunobi and
Engedayehu w0uld like to thank
all tho involv~. for the grant
itself would not have been possible
without the tire!
efforts of Dr.
Charle Hine , President, Dr.
Joahanne Thomas-Smith,V .P. of
A. ademi.c Affair Dr. Edward
Manin. Dean of .ollege of Ans
and Sciences, and all the financial
resources and man-hours the university provided.
Dr. Annunobi has also
submitted grant proposals to the
Coca-Cola Foundation and Proctor and Gamble to help establish

,p_ ·

•

by
Adama and Fatu

: (713) 723-2233

$10 To $30 Discount - All Styles
11384 Fondren
Houston, TX

a

curriculae when the economy _is
globalized and students can gam
an advantage in the work~1orce. He
believes in the future, it will be
imperative for people to know a
second language . They are trying
to establish an African Studies program.
After the first two years,
the program will allow students to
learn about other cultures like Latin
America and Japan. The curriculum has already been changed to
add an Elementary Swahili language class taught by Professor
Kabiri Ngeta from Kenya.
In the first two years, the
center will develop faculty expertiseand curricular resources on cultural and linguistic diversity in Africa. The center has the potential to
internationalize PY AMU's curriculum, broaden the scope of foreign languages, and strengthen the
interdisciplinary nature of the curriculum.
The new center is aimed
at fostering links among the social
and natural sciences, humanities
and business. With the support of
the university, the program will
make more students aware of international and cross-cultural issues.
The erant will also allow
the support of facuny re1ease-bme
and travel for course design/development, workshop/seminar attendance, a language lab, acquisition
of needed instructional materials,
library resources and sponsorship
for any visiting faculty.

Stipulations of financial aid system
By Santee's Bowers

BRAID EXPERTS

the Coca-Cola Center for IntemationaVAfrican Studies and develop
an international business program
in the College of Business.
Prior to coming to Prairie
View, Dr. Annunobi was successful in getting grant proposals
funded while at Xavier University
in Louisiana and earlier at Selma
University in Alabama. He has
received grants from the CocaCola Foundation, The U.S . Department of Education, and the
International Paper Company,
which has funded a center for Third
World Studies.
Ors. Annunobi and
Engedayehu are both graduates of
Clark-Atlanta University and are
originally from Nigeria and Ethiopia, respectively. Dr. Annunobi is
a specialist in international relations, political economy and research methodology. While Dr.
Engedayehu is a specialist dealing
with Africa, the Middle East, U.S .
Government & Politics and Comparative Politics, with a special
emphasis on developing states.
The new center is located
in W. R. Banks on the second
floor.
Dr. An nun obi said that
he wanted to add international studies to the curriculum as way to
add a competitive edge to students
with first class experience in research and studying abroad.
Dr. Engedayehu believes
that the trend for universities now
is to internationalize their

News Editor

Almost 6,000 students of
various ages and race come to Prairie View A&MUniversity for various reasons. Each with a different
goal, course arrangement, and fee
assessment.
As the years progress,
some graduate, others transfer, and
become dropped from the system.
Out ofthe6.000 students
that attend the University, almost
5,200 are on some fonn of financial aid, according to financial aid
counselor Advergus D. James.
Financicl aid programs
are available to assist students and
families who do not have the financial resources to meet the full
cost of enrollment. The cost of
attending the University includes
tuition. fees, books, supplies, room,
board, transpona1ion, and miscel-

laneous expenses.
The financial aid staff
composed of twenty-five members, including four counselors ·
worked hard with 60% of the stu~

dents that applied and were approved after the April 1 deadline.
However, little could be done for
~ 236 students who never apphed or did not have Prairie View
on their reports, the 55 students
who were denied financial aid be-

cause of their grade point averages
or number of credit hours, the 126
students with incomplete files, and
the 99 students who were not
awarded enough to cover their tuition.

"Over the past couple of
years we have made dramatic improvements in the financial aid program," said James. "As the system
keeps improving, I encourage students to apply early and continuo~ly work on improving their grade
pomt averages."
The primary purpose of
student financial aid is to provide
resources to students who would
otherwise be unable to pursue a
post-secondary education. A basic
stipulation offinancial aid programs
is that the primary responsibility for
meeting college cost lies with the
family. Students are responsible for
ensuring that they are not delin• guept OJ! ~y f~s or CPllf.8~ Q\v~
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administrator passes
Y?rairie V1ew 71&2l(<tfn1uersify Instrumental
Praire View, TX
Hoover Carden, former Cooperative Exten-

Jfomecominy

1
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October 4 -10, 1998
Tentative Schedule of Events

6p.m.

7p.m.
7p.m.

Tuesday, October 6, 1998
Century II Book Review
Wednesday, October 7, 1998
Annual King & Queen's Ball
Thursday, October 8, 1998
Faculty/Staff/Student
Talent Show
Friday, October 9, 1998

1la.m.
12p.m.

lp.m.
3p.m.
4p.m.
Sp.m.
7p.m.
8p.m.
10:30p.m.
8a.m.
9:30a.m.
2p.m.

6p.m.
7:30p.m.

Alumni Awards Recognition
Ceremony & Reception
Biology Honors & Alumni
Banquet
National Alumni Meeting
Alumni Park Groundbreaking
Student Park Dedication ·
Mock Funeral, Pep Rally
&Bonfire
Mr & Miss Homecoming

Banquet
Homecoming Comedy
Explosion/Concert
Alumni Cocktails/Dance
Saturday, October 10, 1998
Dept. of Mathematics Open
House
Homecoming Parade
Homecoming Classic
(PV vs. Alcorn)
Alumni/Student Mixer
"Explosion on the Hill"
Stepshow/Party

••Note: Tentative Schedule is Sub ·ect to Chan e••

sion Program (CEP) Administrator at Prairie View
A&M University (PVAMU), passed away Sept 21,
1998. He was 68 years old.
Carden, a pioneer for the CEP at PVAMU
retired as administrator on Aug. 31, 1995 after servin~
the Cooperative Extension Program since 1972. He
helped many individuals, youths and families during
his tenure.
Carden was instrumental in helpimg PVAMU
get_ a. ~ew Cooperative Extension building in 1992,
which 1s named the Carden -Waller Building.
Carden also initiated programs to stem the
tide of declining land ownership by African Ameri-8-00-v-er-Ca-rd-e-n,----- cans. He spearheaded improvements at theH.S. &telle
4-H & Youth camp in Huntsville, Texas which teaches
Cooperative Extemion
Program Aclmhmtrator
leadership and citizenship skills. 1be camp accommo-~___;_;:...=:::====--- dates up to 125 young people on a weekly basis during
the summer months.
Because of the co~cerns _he had about such issues as crime, teen pregnancy, drug
abuse, ~~ ~xually ~ansmttted diseases, including AIDS, Carden developed cooperative
health m1tiatives whic~ ?~o~ded infor:nuwon and programs geared to problems of urban
and rural areas. These mttiatives are bemg carried forth today in the Cooperative Extension
Pro~am•s health project located in the PV AMU College ofNursing in the heart of Houston's
Medical Center.
Recognii.ed for many achievements. Carden was selected to serve on the Extension_Committee on Policy Budget 12 years working with the United States Department of
Agnculture (USDA), Congress, and the National Association {or S\a\C \Jn\'lenities and
Land Grant Colleges. He was also the fm.t A.mean-American to senc on the National 4-R
Council and worked with the stale \cg\ laturc.
Carden was \he tecipicnt o{ numct
aw
of which m \ude(1
-r
Superior Setv\ Award and
U DA uperior -'""""'nc.r. waro .

WE'RE COMING!
UNJ ERSITY
OF ALABAMA
SCHOOLoFLA W
THE

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO COME BY AND
MEET WITH US AT THE LSAC FORUM IN
DALLAS, TEXAS
OCTOBER 10, 1998 - 10 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
What does The University of Alabama School of Law offer you?
A commitment to diversity
Classes with distinguished and nationally prominent faculty
A variety of intensive skills courses and competition teams
Strong trial and appellate advocacy program
International programs, such as the Summer Program in
Switzerland
Low Tuition
Modem classrooms using advanced learning technologies
Exceptional bar passage rate
Excellent placement opportunities

SEE YOU IN DALLAS!
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Kids can feel safe at school
Tw law Is dear about the 1'81p0n81J11ities d the
....... 8Choola to keep chlknn .... while teaching
them aear standards for their behavior. Aa pan,nts
_,. 001icemed about alme and violence in public
achooll, a new report. "Keeping Texas Children

'j

School:

Guidelines for an effective school safety program

~n
1. Know your goals

lntarventlon
4. Looi< for trouble

and objectives:
where your district is
going and what you

before It finds you.
5. Recognize trouble
when you see it.

want to accornpUsh.

6. Have individuals in

2. Establish clear
expectationa for
saudents, parents,
tNc:hers, and

administrators.
3.AddrNswarmng
signs before they
tum Into trouble.

the right place and

at the right time to
Intervene.
7. Have a plan of
action appropriate
for the OOCU10n,

andpractiNit.

Enfon:ement
8. LellY8 no room for
double standards.
9. Ensure that
dlscipline management extends inside
and outside the

classroom.
10. AltematiVe
programs are not
Just a matter of
compliance with the
law; they are many
children's last

chance at SUCC8SS.
• The T - Sdloal P.,to,11•a f\Mew- c:rNlad by,_ T - ~ In 11190. In

. . - - ~ TSPAhuollllredmcnWW12,800dltlllad~to-~
r-1yS340maon ln28 p!dcldlool clalrlceth'OlqlaUlT..._
SOURCE: John Sharp, T - CornplrolW of Pldc Account&.

~·......,_ t.1

AUSTIN,TX

_.

Safe in
outlines the roles d teachers, principals and other district
peraonnel. The report. publlshect by the Texas School Perfonnance
~ team, is available by calling toll.free 1-800-531-5441, extension
3-4800, or by writing p .0. Box 1352B, Austin, TX 78711-3528, and on the
lntamet at <htlp://www.window.state.tx.usJlpo1sprlsafe(childsafety.html>.

Waller reduces underaged
smoking

State Comptroller
John Sharp's office recently
delivered a $2,000 check to
the Waller Police Department
to assist in its efforts to reduce underage smokers' access to and use oftobacco products.
"Everyday 3,000 children start smoking. In Texas,
nearly half of all high school
students who have tried smoking started at age 12 or
younger," Sharp said. "These
grants are enhancements
awarded to 91 police departments and sheriffs offices to
help them fight teen-age
smoking."
"The grants funded
are meant to beef up the ongoing enforcement efforts oflo-

cal law agencies," Sharp said .
The grants are authorized by Senate Bill (S.B.) 55,
which was passed during the
1997 legislative session and
became law on Sept. 1, 1997.
Provisions relating to underage tobacco use went into effect on Jan. 1, 1998.
This is the second
round of grants delivered to
agencies. During the first
round, almost $400,000 was
granted.
The law is aimed at
decreasing teen smoking by
reducing access to tobacco
products and providing public education on the dangers
of tobacco use.
Grants are awarded
based upon the number of licensed tobacco retailers in a
law enforcement agency's jurisdiction. The grants range

from $2,000 to $25,000.
"The Waller Police
Department will use these
grants to educate tobacco retailers about the specifics of
S.B. 55," Sharp said. "They
can use the money for stings
to make sure that retailers
aren't selling tobacco products
to minors. They can also fund
compliance visits to ensure
that retailers are posting required signs, training their
employees about the law, and
denying underage customers
direct access to tobacco products."
Before this law was
enacted, it was illegal for retailers to sell tobacco to minors. Now it is illegal for minors to possess and use tobacco products.

See Waller on page 15

o~\cl. {~om

a whole new perspective_.

. .. Hilliard Hall used to be
the dining hall .
... President Hines is only the
SiHth president of PUAMU. Before the title president was
used, there were eight principals .
II

II

... President Hines eHercises
an Open Door Policy.
II

IZ COMING 10·2·98
www.pepsi.com/antz
Pl>I°

DISTRIIUTED IV OAEAMWORl(S DISTIUIUTIOII LLC
TM & 0 •198 DllfAMWORKS LLC ~

11

... the present Administration
Building was completed in
March of 1949 after a fire destroyed the original one.
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CAMPUS NEWS

A clothing store like no other

Mr. PV from page 1

'Konversations & Kottons' inspires student conversation

vovled did their duty to remove Johnson and ensure that the
contract was carried out as stated in the agreement.
Now, the question is should this part of the agreement be changed in future pageants?
The A & M System Policy section 13.02 concerning
student's rights and obligations states: "The rights of students are to be respected. These rights include respect for
personal feelings, freedom from indignity of any type, freedom from control by any person except as may be accord with
published rules of the academic institutions, and conditons
allowing them to make the best use of their time·and talents
toward the objectives which brought them to the institutions.
No officer or student, regardless of position or rank, shall
violate those rights; no custom, tradition or rule in conflict
will be allowed to prevail."
Why then should students, who are otherwise qualified not be allowed to represent a University just because they
are parents?
When this question was asked to the former Mr.
Prairie View, he stated: "Not everyone that is at PV is 18 or
19 and straight out of high school. You have students here
who are prior military, married, divorced, essentially what
we now call non-traditional students. There are many"nontraditional" students in the Texas A & M System and I feel we
are all justly entitled to receive full rights and benefits as
such.
"I pay my tuition, room and board, am enrolled as a
full-time student, am in good standing with the univel'Sity,
and I am on the dean's list. I am a veteran of the United States
Marines Corps."
Johnson continued, "Renee, not on\y bave l
my countTy bonoTab\y, l am \ o att m in to Tin

By Nikkia Sams
Panther Staff
KONVERSATION
&
KOTTON
-
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"Come for the Clothing stay for the Conversations" is the motto for the
new clothing store in Prairie
View A&M University's
(PVAMU) Memorial Student
Center.
Two comfortable
couches and a series of stools
surround two chess tables,
· on which two colleagues test
each other's skills.
The presence ofsmilin faces serious conversa-

tion and casual dialect immediately let visitors know this
isn't an ordinary clothing
store.
Pictures of historical
black leaders with names of
planets grace the walls. There
are also pictures of little
known people adorning the
walls.
The sounds of contemporary music artists fill the
air.
Kaaqaun, the owner of
this establishment, is a
PVAMU alumnus.
Since it's opening in
1997, the store has been a success. It presents a cultural
atmosphere as well as a spiritual aura.
Kaaqaun said the line
of clothing sold in the store,
"MY AUNT TEE'S" is very
unique.
Kaaqaun explained:
"MY, as a word which indicates possession, or someone's
e ression of leasure sur-

prise or dismay, represents
its own meaning. AUNT represents a sister of one's father or mother, or the wife of
one's uncle.
"AUNT TEE is an inner urban extension ofa family crossing and ethnic boundary which is a critical backbone in the American family
cultural structure."
Kaaqaun concluded,
"MY AUNT TEE'S is something we can call our own."
The clothing sold in
the store features different
original positive messages,
and paraphenalia for some
organizations.
The creation of
Kaaqaun's Hill Street University trademark was also
manifested in this store.
Kaaquanpresents a
substance and stamina that
is hard to capture in words.
Knowledge is very
open in his store, and that is
indeed a reason tn visit.

'-

?J.Mary Moore
: '

For Texas State Senate

Fu
from

nity."

. .
.
• ·
Johnson is a 22-year-oldJumor with a doub 1e mBJor m
criminal law and psychology.
.
A former United States Marine, Johnson s!'eaks m
six languages mcluding Japanese, French, Spamsh, and
Korean.

One Of Our Own
Mary ¥oore the Education
Candidate Salutes Prairie View A&M
Pol. Ad Pd. By Mary Moore for State Senate, P.O. Box 4284
Bryan. TX 77805 (409) 774-9611

Good Luck Panthers

eer AM/FM Cassette
tachable face ...$169
SONY AM/FM Ca.,sette
w/ detachable face ...$119"

(409) 8

34110th Street - Hempstead, Texas
(Across From Dairy Queen)
. - .... •--- ....... -- ..._ ....... ..._ ..........
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NATIONAL NEWS
are easily accessible by this rences during President Hines'
reign, there have been many
street?
If the street is closed more commendable acts than
due to parking violations the unfavorable ones.
But all of that is null
police should deal with that.
and
void
when considering
Afterall, that is a part of their
student's perception of him.
job description.
It is hard to respect a
It is my cont ention
man
who
seem to be more conthat blocked streets are hazcerned
with
satisfying those
ardous to the lives of everyone
in
power
than
the students he
who is a part of the University
and something should be done is servtng.
When a man runs for
to reduce that risk.
a political position, he works
for those who place him in
that position of power.
How can Hines work
Hines from page 2
for us, if we can not tell him
what most concerns us?
Perhaps in the future
adept.
During President the students of the university
Hines' term as president, we can elect the president based
have seen three phases of new on a field of candidates offered
housing established for the by the Texas A&M Board of
students, a student park and Regents.
This way we have the
the building of a community
opportunity to elect someone
center.
We have also wit- who is more accessible to the
nessed the name change to students.
Since we are most dithe historic honors collegeBanneker Honors College and rectly effected by President
Hines' actions, it is important
the loss of the art sch ool.
When comparing the for him to be available for our
positive and negative occur- feedback .

Danger from page 2
Fortunately, the employee is doing well.
However, it is unfortunate that valuable time was
lost in rendering medical assistance to the employee.
Most people, includmg myself, are not concerned
with issues of this nature (the
blocked street) until something happens to catch their
attention.
This incident has
caught my attention.
This is now a safety
issue for me. It leaves me
questioning the safety of a
campus that has limited access to roads.
It also leaves me questioning why the street is
closed.
This questioning
causes another issue to be
raised in my mind.
The only parking on
L.W. Minor is for h andicapped
drivers.
Why are they being
inconvenienced by having to
-parkawayftombuildings that

.
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SCREEN PRINTNi•EMBROIDERV
• BANNERS & SIGNS
• CUSTOM IMPRINTED
PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

2302 MAIN
WALLER, TEXAS
409-372-9190
1-800-442-8929

"

HAIR TECH

"All your Beauty Need "
Waller Village

~
.

NOW
RE-OPENED!

B .ut•s

203 Bremond
Hempstead. TX
(409) 826- 3568
Specials: Fries Inc luded
10 Shrimp . ......... . . . .- .. . . $4. 99
8 C hic ken Wings --·· ·· · ·· · 2·?5
6 Shrimp & 4 Nugge ts .3 .99
3 pc . Drum Fish · --·· ·· · ···5.50
2 pc. C atfish F ille t s ...... 3 .99

""•,,,1 I
lt1 ·,•: :,

~

Jewelry - Cosm;ti~

Skin Care

113 15 FM 2920 Waller. TX 77 484

Toll Free (409) 931-3269
Resale & Victorian Lamp
Shades

•

Fre.sh-N-Fry
Se:-f'ood

& Gift Ideas

~

,.~%~li;
Babble Bath

Please Contact

Melanie Kendrick
(409) 857-6899

... .

.

.

'•

THANK YOU!

KISER~
ENTERTAINMENT
presents:

Tight Beats by C.K.
If you a~ a singer or rapper
you need tracks to sing or flow...
...call (409) 857-4229
appoinlmenl or price inquiry
-Askfor!:Jmd

10 set up an

LET,$ GET PAID!

Would you like to have up-close
fresh breath that lasts all day
long, as well as better overall
oral health? Oxyfresh offers all
natural oral health products that
~low you to smile and speak
with confidence. For more info
call:(409) 826-2149
Thadd Kelsey
Independent Distributor

E-Mail netnt@swbell.net
www.Oxyfreshworldwide.com

DECI.TIILON

Henry and I would like to thank
everyone for the love and care
shown to us during the loss of
our home. Thank you for your
prayers, donations and financial
contributions.
May God Bless You All!
Thanking you and forever
grateful
Willie Mae Granderson & son,
Henry Granderson

e

RUB .. A .. DUB

Self Service laundry
Air Conditioned
Open 7 days a week

7 a.m-9 p.m.
last wash 8:40 p.m.

Wash & Fold Service

.60 lb. / over 35 lbs. - .50 lb.
1 l,P2 Lafayette
Hempstead, Texas
(409)826-6014

~
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3
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Answers to
King Crossword
RU OS FRO PR OP
10 OT ■ L I L
HE RE
AL OE ADD 0 LGA
L I FE I S ■ M ON A--L I K EA BO XOF
MA VE N ■ X I
IN E
AM IR s TD • I NCA
RA G ■ MA R ■ AN GER
CH oc OL AT ES
••ROMA •As p I RE
MOORIM OP ■ ED I T
UPUPII VE ■ CL OT
MESS IS AD ■ TE T E
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BLACK HISTORY

Athletes, nation mourn
death of Flo Jo
By LaToya Moore
Panther Staff

Olympic track star Florence Griffith Joyner, better
known to her fans as Flo Jo, died September 21 at the age of
38.
According to the Houston Chronicle, the autopsy revealed that her death was caused by heart problems. The
track star also reportedly suffered a heart seizure on a flight
from California to St. Louis two years ago.
Joyner grew up in Los Angeles, CA. She was born Dec.
21,1959 into a family of 11 children. She graduated from
UCLA with a Bachelor's degree in Psychology.
She married Al Joyner in October of 1987 and the
couple had a daughter named Mary. Her sister in-law, Jackie
Joyner Kersee, was also an Olympic gold medalist.

''Though she rose to the pinnacle
of the world of sports, she never forgot
where she came from, devoting time
and resources to· helping children ...
make the most of their own talents."
-Bill Clinton
President of the United States
Joyner became recognized for her amazing speed and
creative fashions. At the 19880\ym ic ·

~e-r~••-m,:!h

Harvard scholars form African
encyclopedia
co-ROM version will be produced by Microsoft
By Tina Ellis
Copy Editor

For decades, all reference books have been filled
with European history and
scarcely laced with African
history.
This
Febuary,
Microsoft and a group of AfroAmerican studies scholars
from Harvard University will
collaborate to form a CD-ROM
of the history, geography, and
culture ofAfrica and the many
people of African descent.
Later in the year, Perseus
Books is scheduled to publish
a printed version.
The encyclopedia will contain 3,000 ar-

ticles written by over 400
African Studies scholars. The
multimedia version ofthe encyclopedia will allow users to
experience many parts of African history for themselves
through interactive elements
included in the CD-ROM.
Harvard professor
Henry Louis Gates Jr. is in
charge ofthe project, but credits W.E.B. DuBois with creating the original idea 90
years ago.
"To me, there's nothing more fitting of a gift we
can give DuBois and the African-American people at the
end of the century," Gates
stated.
Gates, along with coconspirator, K. Anthony
Appiah,
approached

Britannica encyclopedia company with the idea but were
told that the project would
not make a profit.
Years later, the two
decided to give the idea another shot. With the financial
support of music writer and
producer Quincy Jones and
the knowledge of several
scholars , the project took
flight.
- - - -- ·
The executives at
Microsoft agreed to manufacture the CD-ROM the day after Perseus Books signed the
contract for the book version.
Gates is excited about
the achievement "There's
never been anything like this
before, a comprehensive encyclopedia of the entire Black
world," he said.

flamboyant colors.
Joyner got the name Flo Jo because ofher trem endous
speed at the 1988 Olympics where she became the winner of
three gold medals. She was also a silver medalist _at the Los
Angeles Olympics in 1984. She holds the record m the 100
meter dash at 10.49 seconds. She also holds the record in the
200 meter dash at 21.34 seconds.
Flo Jo retired after the Seoul Olympic Games. She
became co-chairperson of the President's Council on Phy~i_cal •
Fitness and spent much of her time designing clothes, wnting
cliildren books, and endorsing television advertisements.
She appeared in Houston with her husband one last
time in 1995 for a forum on women in sports sponsored by
Oshman's Sporting Goods.
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Where you work should be
a place that inspires ·.he mind.
Imagine that.
Visit www.EDS-lmagine-IT.com
and ask yourself,

\WI~ ®,ft
Jns p zr e(ij)s
(7

W®ru!~

11!1

A more productive way of working EDS& the F.l>S h>KO:trc n.14ii.1c:rcll m:uk:i._ofEkl1n1ruc l~ta S)'MemsCorpc~tit>n. .
:d
EOS l!t:I.R c.-qU3.I opponunity«:mpluycr. m/f. ·/tJ . C, J9'JH F.h.-....imnu.: D:n;a S)')Cl."ffl:-.Corpor:11mn. AU nghl) n.~'l: •
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ENTERTAINMENT

Tucker and Chan provide traffic stopping comedy in hit flick Rush Hour
When the fastest
hands in the East meet the
biggest mouth in the West,
you get New Line Cinema's
release of Rush Hour, starring international action star
Jackie Chan and stand-up
comedian/actor
Chris
Tucker directed · by Brett
Ratner. This 90-minute hyperactive, hilariously funny
action flick is a must see. If
you do not laugh out loud
justonce while watching this
film, then something is
wrong. I also strongly suggest that you check out the
movie's soundtrack with
lamming new tracks by JayZ, Too Short, and Dru Hill
along with a ho t of others
from the music indu try's
hotte t star out in stores
now.
The movie' plot
unravels when the daughter
.

.

sadorcalls on his friend, Detective Lee (Jackie Chan) of
the Hong Kong Police De-

through the stree,ts of Holpartment to find her. Howlywood and Chinatown to
ever, the FBI is already on
the case and
does
want Lee interfering with
its investigation. The FBI
assigns
LAPD Officer James
Carter (Chris
Tucker) to
assist them.
His assignment is to
baby-sit Lee
and keep him
out of the
FBI' way.
Carter is upset with the
Jackie Chan and Chns Tucker star in Rush Hour
as ignment
because he
find the girl.
does not want to watch after
Tucker and Chan
Lee and would prefer mvesti

tin the crime. Seeing a

way to break through the
ranksoftheFBI, Carterjoins
forces with Lee to covertly
solve the case running

make a riotous team. To-

gether they find out about
each other's culture while
trying to solve the case.
For example, in one hilari-

1. Name the film in which a pair of con artists
conspire to get paid by selling cellular phones?

2. In that same film, which rap sensation makes his
big screen debut as an actor?

3. What comedian co-stars as the answer to the
previous question's business partner?
4. What genre is the film Best 'of the Best 4?

5. The star of the comedy Ride used to star in what FOX television drama?
The first persons to correctly answer all the questions below will win a video of
their choice courtesy of Miramax Home Entertainment. Claim your prize by
bringing the correct answer's and this issue of the paper to The Panther office
in the bottom of the MSC, room 114.
·

ous scene, Tucker has instructed Chan to follow his
lead while in a pool hall.
Chan follows this advice to
great comic effect when he
literally mimics Tucker's
greeting using the "N" word.
Chan finds out the hard way
that this type of greeting is
not accepted coming from
an outsider such as Chan.
Rush Hour is where
the rubbery, high-pitched
voice of comic Tucker (costar of Dead Presidents,
Money Talks, and The Fifth
Element) meets the cult figure and successor to Bruce
Lee's reign in the Hong
Kong chopsocky game and
possessor of the world's
most "fly" feet and hands of
Jackie Chan , who has been
thrilling audiences overseas
by doing all of his stunts
with such films as Half a

both cheek bones, and has
numerous skull fractures.
This is why his peers in the
stunt game call him the bravest and baddest of all action
stars around. He's probably
the most foolish as well. I
liked the movie and strongly
encourage everyone to go
see it.
In the opening
weekend, the movie was
number one grossing $31.1
million. As a result of the
film's h"uge success, plans
are already in the works for
a sequel, and with Tucker
and Chan, it is sure to be
another box office smash.
Be on the look out for
Tucker's new movie with
Mariah Carey playing the
role of his wife in Double-

o-Soul.

Loaf of Kung Fu and Cannonball I & II. I n c id e n tally, Chan has broken his

nose three times, his ankle
once, most of his fingers,

Stephen C. Price
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ENTERTAINMENT
OutKast returns to the hip-hop scene with third LP Aquemini
Raekwon, and the LP' s title cut.
Both songs represent the epitome
of Southern funk which separates Kast from anything we've
ever heard before. On "Skew it
on the Bar-B", Dre observes:
"The comme>~n~minator, the
nigga numerator/ Never know
who the hater, niggas cater to
your ego/ I'm sorry, like Atari
who's the ccusin to Coleco ...."
While Big Boi A.K.A.
the player spits on "Aquemini",
"I stay down with these streets,
cause these streets is where my
o folks at/ Betta know that, some
>,
say we pro-Black, boy we pro8 fessional/ We missed a lot of
~ church, so the music is our cone. fessional."
Also crunk is "Da Art
of
Storytelling
(Part 1 & 2)," the
of Prairie View A&M did on Sepeffusive
"Y'all
Scared
(featuring
tember 26, 1998. Well, maybe
Goodie
Mob)"
and
the
powerful
not that much noise, but damn
"Liberation
(featuring
Cee-Lo
near close.
and
Erykah
liadu)."
The first single off
A few mishaps like the
Aquemini is the throbbing "Rosa
annoying
"Mamacita," the so-so
Parks." The song mixes a guitar''West
Savannah"
and a number
happy loop over a snare drum that
of
bothersome
interludes
that linjust won't stop. A harmonica solo
ger
on
the
end
of
songs
hinder
a
performed by Dre's lifelong pasthorough listening enjoyment.
tor provides the songs break, and
Butdon'tget ittwistcd.Aquemini
the track just has Southern-bred
definit ly el .!Vates Ka t to that
plastered all over it with rhymes
next level.
from both. The hook flows: "Ah
It's been said that
ha hush that fuss/ Everybody
three's
a
charm. I don't think
move to the back of the bus/ Do
these
brothas
need, or even beyou wanna bump and slump wit
lieve
in
luck.
What
they need and
us/ We the type of people make
deserve
is
props
for
another pothe club get crunk."
tent album, and that's exactly
And making the club
what they get from me.
crunk is what these dudes know
best. They prove it with cuts like
Zharmer Hardimon
the blazin' "Skew it on the BarEntertainment Editor
B," which features Wu member

i

Question: What do you

get when you combine the minds
of a player and a poet?
Answer: You get the
funky sounds of two dope cats
from the A1L who we all know as

OutKast.
Question: What do you

get when you combine an Aquarius
and a Gemini?
Answer: Aquemini, of
course.
Oh, you wanna know
what the hell is Aquemini? According toAndreBenjamin A.KA.
Dre, A.K.A the poet, it's the bridge
between twotypesofpeoplewhich
equates to the OutKast formula,
hence the third effort from these
SouthernPlayalisticA1Liens. And
ya'II know how they do.
As usual, these oh-so conscious, swift flow-having brothas
bring mo' noise than the campus

Open
Mic

2 uestions
1. Why are we still oh-so crunk: on that historic win?
2. Is it because we've only waited nine years to say ·
"WE WON!!!"?
3. Or is it because we know that this is only the
beginning for our Powerful Panther football team?
4. Why are all the P.V. naysayers trying to be on our
team now?
5. Does anybody know what the mayor of P.V. was
talking about at the victory assembly?
6. When will the softball, basketball and track teams
get their championship rings?
7. Where is the P.V. insect patrol?
8. Why are we so disappointed over the breakup of
A Tribe Called Quest?
9. Speaking of disappointments, what would a
Homecoming be without The Marching Storm?
10. Although we know the word is highly overused
don't you think if we looked up "hater" in the '
dictionary we would find a picture of Southem's
band?
l l. Isn't Mack l O's Sprite commercial the live t j int
h
like we've n v r

n th m before?

13. Isn't Usher the male Brandy & Monica?
14. And aren't we tired of all three of their a*#e ?
15. Why do some professors who can't speak Engli h
very well get mad when you ask them to repeat
themselves?
16. Why does the Village have security guards and no
security?
17. Is Jungle Juice the bomb, or what?
18. Did we really see President Hines "raise the roof'?
19. And lastly, we just gotta know do the Ghetto Twinz
have to be that ghetto?
20. What do you think?

"they don't care about Us ......... "
Why are we so damn passive
when we are of the masses
they don't care about us
that's why we had to ride in
the back of the bus
we were chained up
to cultivate the crops up
then strung up
so we wouldn't dare run up
created jim crows
then back doed it wit ghettos
so they chains wouldn't let
go
two dolla' hoes
pimps wit afros
gangstas wit com-rows
all ads up to them wit the

doe
and we don't even dance
know mo
stop celebrating
triumphant situations
started playahatin
Black on Black war wagin
wit semiautomatic gauges
our demise no longer makes
the front pages
but we quick to bust
a gauge or a nut
pregnancy rate high than a
crack fiend
leave us for dead dreamin
ghetto dreams
that we never reach it seems

no Black trust
and we know they don't
care about us
cuz they drag us chained to
the back of confederate
trucks
burn us while we are still
breathing
then cut the head off-no
open casket for the grieving
so what's next
do we ourselves continue to
cap and kill
is this really what we feel
or are we jJJSt keepin it real
death is rea I - in fact, it's

a guarantee
but I don't want my own
people cashin it in for me
let me ride, let me be
why do we jack
and retaliate back
I ain't one to talk
cuz I'm gon do that
I know it ain't supposed to
be like that
all types of gats
we still in chains
silent we remain
while we get scattered two
miles
from toes to brain
them nations and panthers

ain't doin nuthin but runnin
they mouths again
Jesse Jackson calling for
peace
the peace has deceased
time for our anger to be
released
not on us, but the transparent beast
let them fight instead of us
cuz the majority of them
devils
don't care about us ........ .

-- J. Drake '98
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SPORTS NEWS
New records old legends
1

Major-league baseball 98

game was haltedandMcGwire
was allowed t.o ride around the
Olin T. Flowers
8poria Editor
stadium with his son in a 1962
cardinal-red corvette, one of
The 1998 baseball the many accolades and prizes
season has finally come t.o a best.owed upon him.
During the last week
close and was one of mythical
proportions. It brought old he- of the season, Sosa hit two
roes new life and new legends homeruns in one game which
brought him into a tie with
werebom.
Some of this season's McGwire with four games rehighlights included Barry maining in the season.
At the post game press
Bonds of the San Francisco
Giants becoming the first conference after tying
player ever to hit 400 McGwire, Sosa was more conhomeruns and steal 400 cerned with the condition of
bases; and Ken Griffey Jr. his family and friends back
quietly had his fourth con- home in the Dominican Resecutive season with 50+ public which was being hit by
homeruns.
Hurricane Georges at the time.
Ofcourse, the largest
There was no Corvette
spectacle of them all, the ride for Sosa.
single season homerun record
Sosa did not hit anof 61 held by · Roger Maris other homerun after his 66,
since 1927 was shattered by but continued to play hardnot only one but two players. nosed baseball. He had the
Mark •Big Mac" key hits in a special one-game
McGwire ofthe St. Louis Car- playoff against the New York
dinals became the new reign- Mets that enabled his team t.o
ing all-time homerun king, make the playoffs.
knocking images ofMaris and
Sosa did not receive

-'"""-~·

~ter he hit his 70th homerun
on the final day ofthe regular
season, McGwire hinted at
retiring and stated, 'Tm in
awe of myself."
Sammy Sosa of the
Chicago Cubs was in close
second in the homerun race.
He finished with 66
homeruns, and set a new
league record in the process,
batting in 158 runs in a single
season.
Sosa hails from the
Dominican Republic.
The childhood dream
of every Dominican boy is a
professional baseball contract
because of the changes such
an opportunity would create.
It litera~y represents a life-saving opportunity for many Dominican
players and their families.
The American public
loves McGwire who has been
a media icon since the
homerun race heated up. Fox
Sports created the "Mac-ometer,• a small picture-in-picture during their live broadcasts thatconstantlywatched
McGwire's every time at bat.
This was all t.oppedoff the night of Sept. 8, 1998
in Busch Stadium in St. Louis
when McGwire hit the recordbreaking 62 homerun. The

-.h

"'YP of m

n.en-

tion or accolades from the public and kept everything in
stride, accepting the challenge
with humility and dignity. He
finished the season with a .308
batting average and was
named the major league's Most
Valuable Player (MVP) for the
1998 season.
Some said the reason
behind the indifference by the
media is because Sosa is from
not only a foreign country, but
a nation of mostly African descendants.
Baseball still represents the "American way' in
many peoples' eyes. Baseball
is a uniquely American institution, known as America's
pastime, and was one of the
last bastions of racism in professional sports in this country. That's how the st.ory goes.
There once was a
playernamedJosh Gibson who
played for the Homestead
Grays and the Pittsburgh
Crawfords.
A native of Buena
VISta, Ga., Gibson played in
the Negro Leagues before the
major leagues allowed integration and holds every major
league homerun record.

See Baseball on
page 13

Lady panthers •go hard or go home'
By Lucius A. Wilkerson
Panther Staff

The Lady Panthers left last Friday,Sept. 26, 1998 for a much anticipated series ofSWAC
games last weekend.
As they-were looking foward t.o winning, the te!lJll practiced ball placement and passing.
Right before the game got underway, they made their way t.o the lockeroom and gave
each other encouraging words t.o lift the te~m•s spirits and motivate one another before they
went out t.o play.
The purple and gold came out shining against Mississippi Valley State. The Lady
Panthers were slow getting int.o their Panther groove, but as time progressed, they got int.o the
rhythm of the game and t.ook back the lead.
Chanel Henderson sent 23 balls int.o Mississippi terriority .However Mississippi Valley
fought back but in the end the Panthers triumphed over Mississippi Valley.
In the second game, the Lady Panthers came out against Jackson State Tigers.
TheTigers rallied against the Lady Panthers scoring 10 points off of kills in the first game. The
ball flew int.o the Panther arena several times, but the Panthers defended their territ.ory. The
Tigers presented a challenging game, however, the Panthers came back and claimed vict.ory.
The final scores were 15 t.o 7, 15 to 9 and 15 t.o 4.
Alcorn State presented the last challenge for the Lady Panthers.The Panthers strove
for vict.ory defending their territ.ory from oncoming balls. Nevertheless, the Panthers let the
game slipaway from them and Alcorn State went on to win. This was the Panthers' first
conference loss in this series. In the words of Chanel Henderson, you either "go hard or go
home". This motto definitely fits this team of hard working young women.

Softball up for conference repeat
the team lost major players in
the off season. Shortstop
Stephanie Hillendahl,_who led
Time has flown. It the NCAA in doubles last year,
seems like last week that the moved away. They also lost
Lady Softball team was their designated hitter, seccrowned 1998 SWAC Softball ond baseman, and their right
Champions. Actually, it has and left fielder.
Head Coach A.D.
been months, but the defending champions are gearing up James, Jr. made up for the
for another go-round in the loss with recruits Natasha
Duskin, Alicia Harrison,
t.ough SWAC conference.
The 56 game season Latashia McNeal, and Nikki
begins Feb. 3, 1999 against Thomas. James was also acarch-rival Texru: Southern. companiedbywalk-ons Ebony
Despite the winning season, Morrow, Saniyyah Thomas,
By Lindell Bale
I>

t.he-r Sta.fr

..liys
rm

and Kilci Moses. Leslie West
will get much needed relief in
pitching by sharing the honors with Kimberly Thomas
this year.
Conditioning for the
team has started and is scheduled for Tuesdays and Thursdays at 5 p.m. Ladies interested in becoming a member
of the 1998 SWAC Softball
Champion Team can contact
Coach James or Coach
Clarence Wolfe in their office
located in Evans Hall or call
(409)857-2422.

Comics Cards
&More
0

U.S. o.p.-.- of,. .............

Required reading
for anyone who
knows a kid.
If there's a child you circ abou~ anywhere in your life.
then ,ou should care about our public schools.
For a free bookltt about r.ai in~ a,:adcmic standards in
,our childs school. cill l-800-311-BE SMART

All Comics Bagged and Boarded
New Shipment Every Friday
Preorders Welcome
845A 12th Street Hempstead, Texas
(Across from the Post Off'ice)
Hoan: Taeaday 11:00 La•• 6:00 p.m.
Wed • Sat 10:00 Lin. - 5:00 p.m.
(409)126-4922

Mark McGwire
Cards, Coins, Plaques .... and Much More · .',. \.
While supplies last!
,;
Sports, Comics and Magic Cards, Comics, Highland Mint Coins, Plaques, Accessories, Collectible
Toy Figures, Models, Clothes & Many More
Wt A«tpl Nof-, M-.- Card .. Vloa
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SPORTS NEWS

Victory from page 1
Coach Johnson by Prairie
View's Mayor Raymond
Carruthers, and praises from
the student government associations of both PVAMU and
Texas Southern University.
PVAMU outstanding
players Quincy Fuller, a junior from Houston and Dakari
Lanier, a senior from Lubbock,
were even named ESPN's players of the week by the same
network that formerly made
fun of the football team.
ESPN's headline read
that they spearheaded a secondary that helped PVAMU
snap an 80-game losing streak.
Fuller had 7 tackles, 3 passes
defended, and 2 interceptions
while Lanier had 10 tackle~
and broke up 4 passes for the
Panthers.
Coach Johnson, after
receiving the key to the city
said, "We [the players] came
here with a new attitude, a
new desire, and a new spirit to
be successful and win, and each
and every week we overcome
obstacles and we persevered."
"The first couple of
games were just obstacles and
we stayed positive. I knew
around the third or fourth
ballgame I had high expectations of us and I knew that we
would come into our groove. It
was a privilege for me to be a
part of this history-making

-If•

event."
Johnson continued >
I
'We've already set our next
objective-to win a SWAC
game. I dedicate this win to
Dr. Alfred Stewart, and everyday before a game or practice we come in as a group and
weshoutitout. We say, 'Carry
On!!' and that's exactly what
we are going to do."
Many students also
expressed what it meant to
them to see PVAMU achieve a
victory. Jocelyn Howard, a
freshman cheerleader , said ,
"Itwill bring us closer together
and I'm very proud to attend
this university. It represents
a new beginning."
Antrina Cooper-Justin, a communications student
felt likewise. "It's [the win]
going to make the spirits and
morale go up and make the
alumni come forward like they
should have been all long,"
she said.
Bob Hughes, a counseling graduate student also
agreed, saying, "It's been a
long time coming. I was here
the last time we won and I
knewitwascomingalong. I've
got too many SWAC hours,

Josh Barnes

Spotlight

Height:
5'9"

Hometown:
San Antonio, TX

Age:
20-years-old

Athletic
Experience: 15 years
Position:

1

Quarterback

°'5

Personal Best:

.!!

At East Central High School
where he had 4 touchdowns ,
22 completions, and 395
passing yards.

c:.,

~

j
Clo

Quarterback Josh Barnes talks to reporters after the win
over Langston.

Favorite Junk Food:

"We had a bumpy start, we're
steadily inproving, and we hope to
be a contender for the SWAC Championship."

baby!"

"The win brings back spirit to the campus and belief in the players,
so wecomcan
from here,
Only go Up
mentedJoshBames,PVAMU
senior quarterback.
President
Hines

Ice Cream

Major:
Human Performance

summed it up best when he Baseball irom page '\ 2
Gibson's accomp\iabment.s
said, "This victory is all about
were ovenbadowed, overrespect-for ourselves and for
l'ch··,..
•
•
th~
.. ~ank
:-:::-d::-::-;:-:::-· ~h~~o~m:!:run:::"7-in~th-::1~9~3:'!1~~0~n~. -lWR~~nR\1j~~h~~tftQ,,===I
Hines
e alJ
and student
bodof He is credited with 962
the 11- hi IJJl4jor /,.... ,.......,
th e P layers
Y homeruns in his 17 year caand said that he was happy
wou Id not reCOfPJize N ~
. gth stre-1r regard reer and he also compiled a
League statistics.
tha tdunn
e
,
So before Mar.Ir:
less of the score, we had the .391 lifetime batting average.
still
Gibson was elected to McGwire gets too 'awe-inclass and comp0sure to
spired,' we need to add an
sing the school alma mater.
the National Baseball Hall of
Fame in 1972, but his record asterisk to the record books
still has not officially been next to his 'new' homerun
recognized. He also played title.
winter ball in Sosa's homeCongratulations,
land the Dominican Republic. Sammy on your MVP.
Like Sammy Sosa in
We know who our real
heroes are.
our contemporary times,

•
•
:Jamify :Jlorisf

2611 Washington, Waller, Texas (409) 931-2472

-.

South of the tracks .....by Queenie's Antiques and Fourrier Family Dentistry

:.JJra.ir.ie View 7J&JJ('s Jfomecom.inq

Come In And Place Your Order Now!

October 10

HOMECOMING MUMS
GARTERS
SPIRIT STICKS
WE SUPPORT THE PANTHERS

Funerals Weddings Parties
School Activities
Sunday Morning Church Arrangements
Mon. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 8:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.

We do accept all major credit cards!

.....THE

START YOUR SUBSCIPTION
NO~
...,..,_

-..,_ PA.NTH.B R
NAME

ADDRESS
STATE

CITY
PHONE# (
SEMESTER □

$8

ZIP

)

or

SCHOOL YEAR
$15

□

... TO KEEP YOU UPDATED ON WHAT'S
HAPPENING ON THE "HIU'_. "8P. 0. BOX 2876, PRAIRIE VIEW, TX 77446
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CAMPUS NEWS
In Brief
Prairie View holds seminar for minority
students
Prairie View, TX

COMINS ATTRAC I IONSI
MON

!5

The Graduate Education for Minorities (GEM) Foundation will conduct a seminar to increase the number of
minority students with graduate degrees in engineering.
The seminar will be held at Prairie View A&M University (PVAMU) on Oct. 5, 1998 in the W.R. Banks Building,
Room 204 at 5 p.m.
Juniors and seniors interested in graduate studies
who are majoring in biology, chemistry, physics, computer
science, engineering, electrical engineering technology and
computer engineering technology are invited to attend the
seminar.
Participants will receive information on GEM programs and financial assistance available to GEM fellows.
Sheila Scott, a GEM representative from the Univer81·ty of Michigan, accompanied by Monika Harris, a 1997
ch emicaJ engineering graduate of PVAMU and GEM fellow at
U:niversity of Michigan will present at the session.
For acJditional information, call Ms. Evans or Ms.
Boardingham at (409)857-2055.

I

TUES

WED

THUR

FRI

SAT

6

7

8

g

10

Mock Funeral,
Pep Rally &
Bonfire
5p.m.

PV vs Alcorn
State
Football
2p.m.

'

.

CenturyII
Voters
Registratio1 Book Review
Alumni Hall

Annual King
Faculty/
and Queen's Staff/
Ball 7:30 p.m. Student
Talent
Show

Homecoming
Comedy
Explosion

Stepshow &
Party
7:30 p.m.

8p.m.
Volleyball
Volleyball
tournament E5 tournament @
Baton Rouge, Baton Rouge,

LA

Army ROTC Cadet sets record at
Advanced Camp

LA

B y Keisha Toney
· · View,TX
~ Prairie

--

-

Cadet Lieutenant Eric J. Banks set the record this
summer for push ups at Advanced Camp in Fort Lewis, Washington.
Every summer, cadets from all over the country travel
to Fort Lewis to participate in the intense, five week training
that is on Advanced Camp.
Cadets are evaluated in many areas, including physical fitness. Banks scored a 296 out of a possible 300 points on
his physical fitness test and set the Advanced Camp record for
pushups with 112 correct pushups completed in two minutes.
Banks is a 23-year-old senior Business major from
Hooks, Texas. He is a recipient to the Army's Two-Year ROTC
scholarship.
In 1997, Banks successfully completed the Army ROTC
Basic Camp at Fort Knox, Kentucky.
Currently, Banks serves as Senior Blackhat for the
Panther Battalion and aspires to serve in the United States
Army Infantry.

JB r 1lll 1lll <Q s JB JB Q
is well known for good barbeque and delicious stuffed potatoes.
Bruno's BBQ is offering, to WELL MANNERED PV students, a
FREE DRINK with a purchase of a meal.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:
:

!

C~Wffe~W
Take an additional 10% off the
cost of any regular puchase
Only valid with cu"ent PV ID.

•

Schlumberger stands alone at the top
of the technology world.
Because we hire people with the confidence
and ability to challenge the status quo.
If you want a career with no limits
step into a company that knows no~e.

S)

!

•

!

:
:

!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

We'll give you a chance to stand on your own two feeL

[ Prairie View A&M Interviews J
Information Meeting:
October 7th, 1998 • 7:00pm - 9:0<>pm • Engineering Building
Interviewing:
October 8th, 1998

www.ultimatejob.com

Open Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
2309 Hwy. 290, Waller, TX 77484
(409) 931-5707

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

•
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COMIC RELIEF
Waller from page 6
The Waller Police Department is one of91 agencies
across the state that applied
for and received a grant award.
Along with increasing
compliance activities, grant recipients also receive training
in the intricacies of the new
law.
S.B. 55 requires that
retailers post warning signs
regarding the penalties for
violations; stipulates that retailers who sell tobacco products to anyone under the age

of 18 can be fined or their
permit can be suspended and
makes retailers responsible for
training and supervising employees regarding the new tobacco laws.
S.B. 55 also subjects
retailers to random inspections by local law enforcement
agencies and state officials and
requires minors who violate
the law to pay a fine and attend tobacco-awareness
classes or perform tobacco-related community service.
According to the law,
any minor convicted ofa violation who does not attend the
training classes or complete

the community service can
have his or her driver's license
suspended or denied.

Succeed from page 9
on how to form goals that are
relevant to and achievable by
the reader.
In addition to informing readers on how to change
themselves, many of the
book's chapters are dedicated
to external communication
with others.
They teach techniques of detecting how dif-

ferent people process information and then how to use
this knowledge to communicate in the most understandable way.
One chapter instructs how to use and receive precise language so that
communication is clear.
Unlimited Power is
almost overfilled with information.
Written in Joseph
McClendon's first-person,
conversational style this book
demonstrates Robbins' and
McClendon's practical techniques and philosophies for
life improvement.

Using easily understandable language, they
make success and happiness
accessible to anyone who can
read the "Unlimited Power."

Oil "'111 1n 1°" nhr, 11, . . 1• ,.u.,; a
..., ., Mhr, , . Ml nuhalll Jtlllh Jar -

...,, 11., "· .,...

,. na •' '"•

call

at"'" ,.u.u...
l-800-504-8484.

MAGIC MAZE

DECATHLON
S A X V S

Co•ics

T O O M

(o

Q

N K N I F D A X V

L Y M P I C

s) J

H F

CAY4WHUDMRLRPNL
J

H F OD UT L U A V E L O P

S B Z OX R V E J T R T V R M
SHQMTOOIOMKESAU
lTOEHLKFAFDMUCJ
OVTOCE\-\

BZNTYE

---

A WORD SQUARE Wt.- t111na 1n - w..s ..
,wt the same four-letter words are ~bo1h
• and down- These hints lhoUld •....,. you
: : 'this one in undef 60 seconds:
1. Lackinll a C011ering.
2. From a distanee-

3. Melted rock.
4. Dull Cl dreary.

IL

2.

~~
•
1
_

'

- ...--

-~

~~

ROOEI"

S

""NR~'K(\

S

I H F R V U R D B C A 5 I

SO

z

I

xwvsRETEMOOIDUH
And the listed words In fie di~"'c1m. They run In
all directionS•forward, beckward, up, doWn and
d{itgonallv.
1~•t•r•
1seo-met1r1
400-fflelerl

&oedtump

;;vents
Reid
Hghjump
Hurdles

Javolln
Oymplca
f'olevault

Shot put
T1tt:

Trade

ACllOSS
t Bad

Ra~•

s~
a SuppDrt

ll w_
Rhythm"

J3Aboer's

adjective
14aimmand
10 Fido

IS Ladon
addilive

16 Put

~s·IS• l--1,--+-17 '"Jbree
tcn" sis&er
l&Swtofa
1994
movie
20~"
•l2Scancd
pan of

-

26~is-

l9NOOD
30Chcnucal
suffllt

31 Mideast

"

'-·~---hillin"BY:

Quincy Higgin_s_....,..---,---::-:-:::=""-::-7--------:r-,=_,_"5'"7

~~Etr34 Joplin's
style
35 Ruin the

veneer

36 A deadly
sin

37 Endof
quotC
40 ACUCSS

--------1

L-......

Downey
41 Have htgh
hopes
45 Othello

was one

47 Swab
49 Tend ICX1S
sow-and
Away'"

SI "-been

(nmed!"
52 Coagulale

53 Teenager's
room?
54B1ue

S5 Head of
franl;e?

DOWN
11.000
Qmani
t,aizas

2Jamaican
wigelo
3 Blunder
4 Keystone

swe

gndder
5 Pocket•

sizeboale
6 l)iscnc;Um·
ber
7 IGds' card

game
I Prefix
mcanin&
·•sound"
9 Restful

IOAssn,
IIRoyal

insOmnia

cause

19 " ... andmy cap"
ll Where an
iruo is worn

23 Additional
24 Never
again?
25 "Cape-"
26 Playwnght

Coru,elly

27FarEaslml

nunemmd

21 Robust
32480B.C.
ballle sile
33 Vet

35Mid-May
bonOffC

36DDE's
rival

38 Division
union?
39 Not live
42 BdW'.:CD

jobs

43 Laugh--aminute
44 Diminutive
ending
45The word?

46 Unclose
48 Eventual
aves
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Telephone pranks reduce young men to little boys
By Red Williams
Panther Staff
It's 1:37 a.m. and you
have drifted offinto a peaceful
night's sleep. Suddenly, the
phone rings. You thinkitcould
be a family emergency, so you
pick up the receiver.
"Hello?" you ask,

sounding half-awake.
"What are you wearing?"
The raspy, breathy
voice puzzles you.
"Hello?" you ask
again, not believing what you
just heard.
"I bet you look good in
bed."
"Who is this?" you de-

mand.
"It doesn't matter."
<CLICK>
Ooookaaay! You hang
up the receiver, frustrated and
upset.
It's times like this I
wonder, "Why did Alexander
Bell create the telephone?"
I think the answer is:
TO TALK TO PEOPLEl

Come on, folks. You are COLLEGE STUDENTS on a
COLLEGE CAMPUS.
Therefore, your maturity level should go up a tad, don't
you think?
Would you want somebody calling your room at one 1
a.m., knowing that you have an 8 a.m. class?
I didn't think so.

It's times like this I
wonder, "Why did
Alexander Bell create
the telephone?"
Now, you're sitting on the bed, watching television
while eating a 20-piece hot wing meal from KFC.
Suddenly, the phone rings and you pick up the re"Hello?" you ask.
"May I speak to Pam, please?"
This time a deep, eerrie voice puzzles you.
"I'm sorry. You must have the wrong room," you say in
an'i.cewaJ.
""OOb, my bad. So, what's your name'?"'
ound fanuliar?

I et1t does .
ellas, if th1 is e est way you know ho to get a
date, en I highly suggest that you remain single for the rest
of your hves

Nowadays, women want a MAN, not an immature
Prank calling just to get someone to talk to you is
showmg two characteristics about yourself: no people skills
and no home trainmg.
Furthermore, prank calling can leave a woman feeling
three different emotions:
DISTRUST- A woman wouldn't know who to trust
whenever she gives her number to
somebody who's clrummg t o be her friend or somebody to talk
to.

~GER- When you prank call a person in the middle
of the mght, ~ot only will the roommates be upset, but the
person who picked up the receiver will be angry as well
Try _being honest when you call somebody. It wili save
you from bemg yelled at and a woman from getting a headache
AND MOST OF ALL...
.
FEAR-Yes, you read the word right FEAR
Prank calling leaves a woman scar~d to ~swer her
telephone when it rings. The more prank calls she gets the
more scared she will become.
•
"
Nobo,~y deserves to feel frightened over a silly game of
SCREAM_2 . because some idiot decided to pick up the phone
and start dialmg numbers.
Prank ;alling is something that needs to stop around
our campus. Its stupid, nerve-racking, and a waste of time.
Personally if you call my room in the middle of the
mght, prepare to get yeiled at.
"o, do you;self ~d t:he peop e arouna you a !avor grow-up because u yo ma, then you won't be treated lik
"Toys R Us" kid.
ea

